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INTRODUCTION 

WYLION is a production 
company that centres on 
new Digital product with a 
familiar viewpoint. Imagine 
a cross platform 
experience that provokes 
disscussion, combined 
with trinkets such as 
trading cards, AR 
Landscapes and online 
games that tie in to the 
Immersion. We aim to 
achieve this by introducing 
digital product that 
compliments the show, 

offering exclusive content 
and enable brands to 
participate without the cold 
call intrusion made of side 
ads and pre rollers that last 
for 10 minutes.


We aim to do this in the 
following ways

Joint ventures with 
streaming VOD services 
such as Youtube, Netflix, 
Disney Plus, Paramount 
Plus, BBC iplayer, Amazon 
Prime Video and Now TV. 


Commissioning on a digital 
platform.


Developing an online 
network and supportive 
digital product.


WYLION IN PRACTICE 

One way we wish to entice 
a broader audience is by 
offering a Multi-Tier Pre 
Pay Service (MTPPS) as 
well as a Pay As You Go 
Subscription Service 
(PAYGSS)

Offering several services to 
our non subscribed digital 
viewers.

The Production Schedule


Over the 1st 3 years 4 tiers 
will be introduced.


Tier 1 has a continuous 
cycle until the 5th season. 
Each season will have 26 
episodes and will be 
divided into 2 parts. with a 
3 month gap in between 
releases.

Tier 2 has a continuous 
cycle until popularity 
wanes. Each Season has 
20 episodes, split into 2 
parts (10 episodes) . 
Pending on popularity 
shows will be added to Tier 
1, discontinued or 

developed into Tier 3 
Products.


Tier 3 Products cater for 
events within the universes 
we have created in mini 
series form (13 Episodes).

Tier 4 are simply one offs, 
stand alone, or 
development product.


Tier 1 Products: The Guys, 
The List, Contingency 
Plan.

Tier 2 Products: The Bitch, 
Criminal Brains, 
Madhouse.

Tier 3 Products: D1D8, 
Everyman, Evil Parents

Tier 4 Products: Project Ice 
Cream, Homelife, Trippin
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PILOT EPISODES 

In order for the shows in Tier 1 
to be commercially viable in 
todays market, as well as to 
assemble a team capable of 
delivering to schedule, we 
have arrived at the Figure of 
£400,000 based on hiring out 
freelancers as to a staff salary 
for the pilots episodes and 
basic equity rates.


Tier 2 Products will have half 
the budget ie £200,000


The shows in each Tier will be 
shown on a streaming service 
whether its our own 
development or Pre-existing. 
The use of Mobile and web 
based digital product will be 
generated to enhance the the 
post show experience.


Digital Mission 


Our aim is to offer services not 
found on other streaming 
services; a pre pay system that 
allows for people to dip in and 
dip out of watching the shows 
and rewards long time 
subscribers. which in turn will 
push prices down, entice a 

larger audience and fund 
current and future 
programming.


Free sponsored service for 
digital product

Product placements & 
sponsorships for non-
subscribed viewers. In the 
form of QR Promotional Codes 
and actual Product featured in 
the show.

The “free to watch online 
service” which will require an 
opt in to use said services, The 
“Free” shows rotates an mini 
episode of a series with the 
option of buying additional 
services, products and show 
related merchandise via the 
hud display. All shows will be 
in standard definition. However 
it will allow the customer to 
use the AV’IT Service and 
Purchase streaming to 3 half 
hour HD episodes (£1.50) and 
Series Packs (£10.00 for 26 
half hour episodes) Outright.


AV’IT’ Audio Visual 
Interactive Totem 

Principle: A totem that is 
Customisable and is intwined 

with WYLION Digital & TV 
products.


The way AV’IT interacts with 
Current & Future & Past 
programmes: It allows the 
viewer to buy #Hash/Quote 
Tagged products and certain 
Character Merchandise and 
set reminders by attaching 
their habits to a Totem. This in 
turn will add to the totem’s 
profile and overall Level similar 
to a Character in an RPG (Role 
Playing Game).


Watching A Show with the 
totem will teach it new skills 
and develop it in accordance 
to what WYLION Shows you 
like watching. This Can be 
done by scanning a QR Code 
at the start of the show and 
the end of the show.

The AV’IT will either love and 
want to share more and trust 
you totally or hate the fact you 
have ruined the experience for 
it by missing out episodes and 
will remind you on what it 
hasn’t watched with you. 
(Spoiler Alert) This will be 
connected to mobile app 
platforms with the intent of 
integrating the Totem into next 
generation game plateaus built 

around what level it is and 
what you have taught it In 
accordance to your profile. 
Whether it’ll be solely 
exclusive will be down to 3rd 
parties involved.

Powering up your totem can 
be done by watching and 
training via an app, by buying 
tools via in an app or with real 
currency. The avatar will gain 
xp points based on the ways 
its used and will be able to 
gain abilities such as future 
sight which will give access to 
preview areas on up and 
coming projects.

Semi Animated 
accompaniments; pending on 
how its treated it will reveal 
insights to the programmes, 
video games, and digital 
comics or throw spanners in 
the works.


The purpose of the AV'IT is to 
link up the digital content in a 
cohesive way over existing & 
new forms of entertainment. 
Offering subscribers and non 
subscribers a new way of 
viewing previously watched & 
Exclusive content.
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� 

The List Is Bobb The 
Milky Way’s Caretakers 
Diary and reasons to 
why things are the way 
Bobb intended and not. 
Learn the secrets of our 
galaxy and the secret 
lives of the caretakers, 
Hubbers and the Higher 
help. The bureaucracy, 
the mishaps and 
blunders involved in 
creatng and maintaining 
a galaxy will all be 
revealed and written 
down and embellished 
to make Bobb Look 
good.

� 

The Guys Follows 
an unlikely bunch 
of superheroes 
born from 
Enhancement 
Modifier to initially 
stop a super hot 
Morally 
Questionable 
female warlord. The 
Straight forward 
approach however 
attracts the Eyes of 
Enemies and 
Friends….But 
Mostly Enemies 
Powerful Merciless 
Ruthless Enemies.

� 

Contingency Plan maps 
the fall of man, rise of the 
nephliem through the eyes 
of the survivors. Starting in 
the London underground 
after 2 nuclear fallouts 
have taken place, Set in 
the reformed dystopian 
future focusing on Gable 
Jones a former convict, 
Shane Dale his Brother in 
Law and Black Ops 
Specialist, His Missing 
Wife Jane and the lies 
between them. Joined 
with other tales of the 
bizarre and macabre 
within the broken new 
world.

The Stories So Far 
The List, The Guys and Contingency Plan were the 1st Projects of WYLION the following are snippets of their Info 
Packs Giving a more rounded view. The original info packs included scripts, and more in depth materials. Similar 
Projects such as Project ice Cream focused on a more Collaborative efforts

!  
A Situational 
Comedy set in the 
early 90’s in what 
was the music  
megastore dream 
focusing on the 
Characters of the 
Block  
MEGASHOP. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE 
HEAD WRITER  
What If God Was One of Us? -Joan 
Osbourne  

What if He wasn’t Joan? -Bradley Clark 

How Would You Know? -Columbo  

You Know what your probably right but 
he’s either lazy or extremely bored of it 
all and... -Bradley Clark’s Genius

THE LIST 
WRITTEN BY BRADLEY CLARK & 
JERMAINE HURLEY 

Centred on Bobb. The Inventor of 
laziness and caretaker of the milky 
way.....He really really really shouldn’t 
have the job or maybe he is perfect for 
it. Either way he’s Bobb The creator of 
the current universe. Learn everything 
you wanted to know about the 
universe but were probably not 
expecting through the eyes of Bobb. 

The Plan: In order for Humans to survive 
longer than the dinosaurs Bobb Set Out 
throughout history to invent several other 
religions after accidentally creating the 
first one.  In hopes that humans will guess 
theres no such thing or that not all of 
them can be true and self survive and not 
be so dependent 

The List: The Eternal Journal for all 
caretakers. Currently it has What Bobb 
has done, what he will do and what he 
has to deal with. 
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Now Being a fan of Comics I really Like the notion of being godlike as a writer......but 
I’m not necessarily the best at it I’m just more Pro Active. This is one of many 
arguments of a writer trying to be modest in river of bullshit and self love. Being a 
former conspiracy stoner i learned to question everything like why do we work for 
parchment paper, why is the paper more valuable than just helping people if we can. 
In theory I believe we are still the cavemen at the core... bickering over the rocks and 
shiny stones that ultimately distract us from dying as well as living while the whole 
tribe starves. 


Now consumption is something I believe we are good at I mean its easy, in our 
nature..... should a stupid person eat? maybe? maybe not? who knows? Human 
beings have convinced ourselves that what we do to our planet is important and the 
choices we make are of epic value......which to be fair the ants are probably more 
informed than us i mean theres a lot more of those mother lovers, they can fly and 
build stuff quickly...... 


I digress my main point is that the only thing i know is that i know very little and 
seeing is believing. Admittedly the moment an idea is outside the brain nowadays it 
becomes real to the eye fairly quickly. As others can then see/read that idea they can 
dispute that idea, love that idea, hate that idea then before you know it your either a 
heretic or a saint for making it happen. Now I’m not here to ram religion vitamins in 
your snack wrap or get you to drink or renounce the cool aid. If your happy and it 
makes you happy then be happy. I’m spiritual but i don’t believe in organised religion 
I believe that certain things may of happened but were interpreted wrong or 
inaccurately. As He Who Wins Writes the Book Becomes History and you can not be 
right all the time just more consistent. 


But I Further digress Its a comedy of errors waiting to be explained badly and I Feel 
That can be achieved quite easily via the collective warped mind of the WYLION 
machine We have been building. 


In the words of someone wiser than me “You either laugh or cry at what life throws at 
you but eventually your eyes will hurt and you’ll lose your voice.......being quiet is 
cool too.....are there any more malteasers left? i wanna eat some with this tube of 
Pringles Gonna make chocolate snack tacos” -Stoner Guy at a Party I went to..... 


All the Best 


Bradley Clark Head Writer @ WYLION

�
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FACTIONS EDITED BY BOBB  
Dinosaurs A badly designed predecessor to humanity often suicidal and anxious due to their high intelligence 
and inappropriate limbs. The committee was forced to abandon the design after several mass suicides sent 
them over the celestial budget resource wise...... some remain in the ark constantly threatening to kill 
themselves know full well they can’t.....How I Love Safe Mode. 

The Committee a group of 12 beings that used to be on mount Olympus that debate the selling points of the 
Milky Way a new galaxy and potential tourist attraction. They pitch ideas to Me The caretaker then I make their 
designs reality and them to the chain. They have dabbled a bit in the life of mortals to make them more 
interesting but tend not to dabble too much as babying a species causes them to be over reliant. All 12 have 3 
forms their real form, an animal form and their astral projection form..... a form which allows them to speak to a 
species on their level and not freak them out. Their animal forms are often used in the meeting room so that no 
major injuries are suffered during debates. and hardly anybody seen their real forms  

The Myths Before I was About there was Beast and Dinosaurs co-existing over the plains of Pangea. Beast 
such as griffins, minotaurs, Centaurs, Dragons, huge Anacondas, krakens and talking trees The majority of 
which stay within the ark and cross breed different species to be added to the chain.  

The Everyman company The Everyman company is a fleet of clones sent out into every era of time of human 
history in order for the plan to follow its course. Often affulent and have the surname Veryman. During your time 
there are 3 Everymen due to the flux of activity over the last 100 years. Everymen cannot die but vanish after 
100 years with the memories transferring to the next in line like a passing of a torch made by Billl a caretaker 
twice before me (Person Inbetween really messed things Up to the point i had to reset everything) by doing so 
he broke the one of the main rules (let them figure it out) in turn he was demoted to scapegoat and is blamed for 
everything that goes wrong  

The Guys A Gift, A Burden, a new species a whole heap of problems. A lot of paperwork now i have to stay 
awake for the rest of my shift on the cycle  

The Guys Problems Meh too busy doing my list but if it gets too much i’ll help those guys...the guys too

�
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THE MEANING OF LIFE BY JOHN THE CATFISH  

Our universe as we know it was invented by a group called The Collective aka The 
Committee. Who are responsible for the milky ways inhabitants. Which is seen as a nursery 
to the other universes. Due to it infancy, or constant calamity... its currently running in safe 
mode where nothing goes completely extinct, as soon as the last two of any kind of thing is 
sent to the holding bay in Atlantis. However due to an oversight the last 2 of any species 
become immortal and sent to the holding bay regardless of what sex is left.....  

Resulting in awkward same sex companionships and outer species breeding resulting in 
human beings being created Theres been alot of them However the Committee like 
dinosaurs.... (Damn That DRAGON) had 4 versions.....even gave them several 
planets...Saturn......Uranus...Mars..... several species lost mainly due to a severe design 
flaw getting out of hand no back ups until Bob came along which essentially every 
remaining animal from the moment Bobb was given the job crafted in Bobb’s frame work.  

Nobody knows who had the job before only that Billl may of had it at one point (OK Who the 
F**K is Bobb & Who The Fuck Is Billl?!?!)  

I’m Getting to that......this stuff is important Only the 1st and last of any kind can exist in the 
holding bay at one time....as its the place of destruction and creation and acts as a back 
up....reset and.....to prevent another dinosaur style mass suicide…. To put it bluntly I Work 
in a USB Stick with no Cloud but its fine

�
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PLACES OF INTEREST EDITED BY BOBB 

Atlantis: Atlantis stands in a pocket between reality and light and becomes visible every 2 thousand 
years to the naked eye (Naked People) Labelled as the Ark in the Past due to its role after the flood 
holding 2 of every animal part of the safe mode testing era of man’s cycle (kind of like a fire drill but 
for a whole planet)  

The Hub: a Place where Everything is made for use sort of like a garage also doubles up as a place 
where you can actually get a phone signal.  

Holding Bay: a sort of airlock area where new species get transferred to upon creation whether 
internal, external dropped in or by accident or by joint ventures 

The Book: a dimension where rules are made and etched into stone Tablet by Abraham, Mohammed 
and Jesus just kidding its just My diary....... which is in a dimension which holds Jesus, Mohammed, 
Abraham Buddha and Ganesh and other would be gods...so humans go cold turkey of this religion 
nonsense... Its fairly complicated but fits perfectly on my shelf  

Bobb’s Bed: Erm its a four poster memory foam has the most accurate amount of steps to the fridge, 
toilet and snacks making it proper....snoozy.  

The Meeting Room: a Place where I Get told What To Do by small animals that argue amongst 
themselves.

�
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Name: Bobb Z

Alias: Mr Bobb, The Caretaker. 


Bio: Bob The caretaker embed 
with the power of creation Bob 
has a Plan which is straying of 
course as he invented the lazy 
virus for humans not to develop 
so quickly as so that they last 
longer than dinosaurs and is all 
part of bobs plan... however in the 
holding bay he had no test 
subjects other than himself and 
subject him self to the serum 
before inventing the antidote the 
last Caretaker left our universe in 
a right mess. Dinosaur Bones 
everywhere no blueprints just 
putting it mildly it was a stressful 
1st week....It was so stressful as 
time went on he realised that the 
universe inhabitants were acting 
strangely however with the 
universe in safe mode he can just 
take a nap....until something 
happens

Name: Billl Y 

Alias: Horny, The Scapegoat, The Billl. 


Bio: Billl is a Consultant to the 
caretaker....As he was The Caretaker held 
order over earth a Cycle before Bobb. Bill 
was Ousted after “The Incident” now he’s 
Demoted to scapegoat a being of 
blame.... as everything happening now is 
his fault apparently. Nothing is known 
about Bill’s past other than he was a 
lonely child. Obsessed with his 
appearance he invented the EGO a way 
of survival and finesse virus that make 
everything want to be better. which was 
meant to be used as part of His Plan. 
Much like Bobb when he tested it on 
himself he over did it thinking about 
everything down to the last detail in order 
for His “Plan” to go ahead. Knowing he 
was going to lose his “Job” after one 
Cycle Bill put what he likes to call 
safeguards in The Cycle. Unfortunately 
one thing he hadn’t planned of is the lazy 
virus a simple but effective way of 
handling the Sentient Trait of “Sadness” 
introduced by the Caretaker in between. 
The 2 Traits ego and Laziness merged to 
create religion which is similar to what 
killed the dinosaurs the only similar trait 
meaning the end of existence on the 
planet earth. Which is why The New Plan 
must work. Billl often tries to sort the 
major things before Bobb wakes up. But 
It’s all a strain even for The Billl.

� 

THE MAIN 
CHARACTERS: 
BOBB Z & BILLL Y
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Name: John the Catfish 


Alias: Fin Grrs 


Bio: is a female cat with gills 
that hates getting wet, 
doesn't eat fish particular 
about details... John is a relic 
of Bobb’s old consciousness 
model and was a result of 
curious non hungry cat 
jumping in water. As a further 
result an interspecies 
abomination cap was 
invented for class B 
species...... pets. Mainly as 
They have no real purpose in 
the scheme of things apart 
from John the worlds most 
focused and only real catfish. 
Also makes a cracking 
cuppa.

Name: Phil Space


Alias: The Name that no longer 
exists, My Cup 


Bio: 1st human to suffer from 
religion a disease....builds 1st 
statue (idol) for Billl in hopes to 
communicate with him after 
Bobb saves a village from 
destruction by hovering up a 
hurricane. He prayed that his 
concept of money will help 
maintain order, Billl Agreed and 
gave him the power of money. 
Ironically Phil died of starvation 
as people didn’t take to the 
idea well and revolted forcing 
him to lock himself in a vault. 
Phil Now works in the DBE 
(Domino & Butterfly Effect) 
Department In The Hub. Where 
he exists and does errands for 
Billl when on his “Breaks”.

Name: Madam Magda 


Alias: Too many to mention 


Bio: The 1st ever whore in 
existence first bi product of 
ego vital to the plan... Her 
genetics in the human DNA 
timeline and were triggered 
by a compliment overdose. 
Now Magda works as a 
permanent PA to John the 
catfish and wants cash up 
front for everything and 
anything. Plans the office 
parties, Handles DNBE 
(Different and New Beast 
Effect) A Department With 
hardly any new 
activity…..until recently… 
now its hell super beings, 
hive mindsets, alien cross 
pollination, all with specific 
pronouns sub species and 
complaints. Magda has 
never been happier.

� 

THE 
HIGHER 
HELP: 
PHIL, JOHN 
AND 
MAGDA
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Name: Michael the Mannate 


Alias: Wee Mikey Boy, Loch Ness, 
Nessie 


Bio: Michael is a “Scottish” mannate 
that acts as a translator for Bobb. Goes 
to Loch Ness for her holidays run a 
successful global business despite 
originally being from Saturn. The 
committee second failed project. 
pitched as if the earth if it was bigger 
had more moons and a ring surrounding 
the dinosaurs would love it.... new 
design more stuff less sunshine and 
hayfever.....Yeah you guessed it Another 
“Lemon Mourning”. Saturn is now a 
Bird sanctuary.... Michael was ok and 
survived due to her not moving when 
she should have done as she couldn’t 
be bothered. Bobb saw this and came 
up with the concept of lazy staying still 
out of choice which in turn stopped/
prevented the subject from wanting to 
end it all. Michael was relocated to 
earth and settled near glasgow due to 
Her pleasurable outlook on life and as a 
result became an expert on human 
languages. 

Name: Curtis The Tuna 


Alias: Flakes 


Bio: A Prehistoric Tuna with a 
loud mouth which suits her 
position as head of Demise and 
Reprise Department and She 
loves to work on Insects and 
Aquatic Deaths. Used to date 
animal actor who was in Flipper. 
Office Loud Mouth Has Hair, 
looks like a dolphin. Ditzy 
loveable focused on genocide, 
suicide, resurrections and 
reincarnations.� 


THE HIGHER 
HELP: 
CURTIS AND 
MICHAEL
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Name: Derek The Brontosaurus 


Alias: Dee Bee 


Bio: A She is Demetri’s younger 
“Sister” We Say “Sister” as they 
were found next to each 
other....They Don’t know if there 
are different breeds of dinosaur 
as they have no recollection of 
their past lives as living 
dinosaurs due to safe mode 
having to operate from a reset 
point after the event simply 
called The Lemon 
Mourning” (Which Explains the 
notion of Lemmings) Where 
Every dinosaur on earth at the 
time decided to opt out 
collectively. Derek is non 
vegetarian which apparently was 
a life choice rather than a way of 
life and believes creatures 
deserve to have release kind of 
like a Reverse hippy but with 
good intentions.......It’s weird but 
she believe she is helping them 
by eating them but completely 
understands their right not to be 
eaten... Other than that Derek is 
a carefree Fun Loving Dinosaur. 
The Rules later switched around 
the gender of names, due to her 
structure and easy going nature 
giraffes are invented.....with the 
help of El Bon Ba Bon.

Name: Demetri the Triceritops 


Alias: Dee Tee 


Bio: Demetri was the only 
dinosaur not to drink the cool 
aid......ok she drank it last and 
was the only dino left standing 
during the mass suicide......Being 
one of the last she was given the 
opportunity by Billl to no longer 
be a spinster who “accidentally” 
switched off the beastiality lock 
after being put under pressure 
from the Committee to make 
“changes” To The Boring, Blue 
and Green Planet. As a Result 
rhinos were Made with the 
Horned Stallion Bonnie and 
Demetri was later shocked to 
find Bonnie was “Unfaithful” With 
Her “Sister” due to Demetri’s 
status in the universe she can not 
die (One of the last of her kind 
That Was Found) just glad she 
can have babies but hates the 
fact bonnie was “unfaithful” and 
wasn’t happy with just her for 
eternity. Causing for them to 
constantly argue. In Spite Of This 
Bonnie Prefers her company as 
Derek Keeps Offering To Eat El 
Bon Bon Babon as Well as Her & 
His Babies....Other than that 
Lovely Dinosaur.

Name: Bonnie the Unicorn 


Alias: El Bon Bon Babon 


Bio: a deflated sarcastic 
mythical being that cannot 
die...been living since the 
dinosaurs father to 10,000 
rhinos and other 
subspecies constantly 
argues with Demetri due 
to his infidelity....She Is the 
Closest thing he has to a 
wife. Which he tells both 
of them (as well as other 
ladies of the flesh) its his 
Job and for the good of 
the universe....Which in 
his case is the truth. He 
just upset he and his gay 
annoying uncle survived 
the dinosaur self genocide 
rather than his wife so 
now he bones every 
thing.....female....Adding 
to his Don Juan complex 
which was actually him on 
his break.

� 

THE 
HUBBERS: 
DEREK, 
BONNIE 
AND 
DEMITRI
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Name: Erika The Unicorn  

Alias: Ri Ri  

Bio: Bonnie’s Homo-
sexual Uncle. As luck 
would have it despite the 
two were complaining 
about having an 
underground cave with no 
grazing area before the 
end happened with the 
dinosaurs. Living with the 
trolls actually saved their 
lives. As they are alway 
standing in front of stuff 
expecting money acting 
as a mass troll like shield. 
Erika currently dates a 
Dodo called Ramone, Its 
very Passionate and 
noisy but also tender and 
loving.

Name: Sanchez The Dodo  

Alias: El Miserable, The 
Scoundrel  

Bio: Has the swagger of fuck 
it and laughs at the pain of 
others, mainly due to him 
being raised by parrots who 
were raised by pirates. 
Single Handily got the rest of 
the dodo species to kill 
themselves. Sanchez was 
laughing all the way to the 
ark along with an egg which 
grew to be Ramone. Despite 
his genocidal practical jokes, 
being the only dodo that was 
self aware during it all, he 
tries to be a good dad to 
Ramone via tough love. As a 
result Ramone is the polar 
opposite and hates his non 
understanding “dad”.... who 
secretly loves him alot but 
won’t let anybody else 
know.....If he can help it... he 
looks after him Indirectly 

Name: Ramone The Dodo 

Alias: Ram Bam  

Bio: Currently dates Erika the 
Unicorn. Ramone is a complete 
enabler that is not even sure if 
he is gay but like to make things 
around him happy...Part of the 
Dodo Philosophy I suppose and 
due to his defiance of Sanchez. 
Which Often Leads him into 
situations he feels trapped in 
like his bad relationships before 
Erika. 

Name: Dexter The T-Rex 

Alias: Dex Rex  

Bio:a snobbish Dinosaur 
Obsessed With Shoes with a 
cougar like attitude. She has a 
low self esteem mainly due to 
her tiny hands she is the 
inventor of the clutch bag, 
however she cannot actually 
use it.

� 

THE 
HUBBERS: 
ERIKA, 
SANCHEZ,
RAMONE, 
AND 
DEXTER
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Apocalyptic Sci-fi is not a new genre 
by any means in fact these are the 
stories within sci-fi that have intrigued 
millions over the globe for many many 
years. 
I write this in the hope that the Events 
that cause the Contingency Plan to be 
actioned never happen. That we stick 
to the plan of the evolution of 
consciousness vs darwinism collision 
we seem so destined to have. 
The Story of the contingency plan was 
manifested by the hopes and disasters 
of humanity. The glimmer of darkness 
and light that exists in all of us. 
Knowing with every choice we make, 
the way we raise our children, the way 
we live and see things have collective 
repercussions that we can almost 
immediately fathom with addition to 
the things we never see coming that 
were so obvious. 

THE CONTINGENCY PLAN  
WRITTEN BY BRADLEY CLARK

But what is an end without a 
new beginning and vice versa 
while it may be a loop of what ifs 
and maybes it’s the stuff in 
between that matters..... the 
journey 
The Journey of survivors in a 
seemly unsurvivable terrain 
battling against unimaginable 
odds may seem trivial a bit 
cliche but the context i hope 
serves as a metaphorical 
warning to those who exist 
outside reality and those that 
accept theirs too easily. 
Let Our Journey Begin. 

Bradley Clark Head Writer @ 
WYLION
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�
SEASON 1 IN 
BRIEF 

Summary 

Set in London in the aftermath of 2 nuclear fallouts over europe destroying the majority of 
London now awash with contamination and underground tunnels filled to the brim with 
desperation and fear. In the build up to the 1st strike from an unknown source the "Nuke" 
is forced down to explode on the offshore island Brazil Aye by American intervention.

An ancient Babylonian portal is disturbed and activates causing the whole earth to burn in 
a sporadic rings of nuclear fire knocking out major areas of human activity indirectly.

In the aftermath America is blamed for testing a new weapon without proper intel of the 
deserted island.

With Jerusalem completely destroyed the remainder of Israelites and Palestinians form 
together and launch the remainder of known nuclear weapons towards the west and the 
east leaving only a few pockets of life left.

A prophecy of a burning earth, sunken cities, and the overwhelming stench of death means 
the builders/Nephilim are destined to rise up to clear the foundation and start a new.

With the hidden secrets of history coming back to poison hope of survival

What was planned before was survival.... what exists is the ruins of the past, The future 
makes no plans


Season 1 covers the life of Gable Jones and Shane Dale in the

beginnings of their own fallouts with flashbacks of former lives and glimpses of the politics 
of a third world war/extinction level event & details the people put in charge of creating the 
Original Contingency plan.
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The Gardens: As part of the Contingency Plan 
Underground gardens were set up to hold the 
chosen and help maintain the country’s survival 
in a nuclear fallout/extinction level event


Jericho: A voice in the wall that blocks entry to 
the garden Gable Jones and other garden 
leavers report to while underground it is 
unknown whether or not Jericho is a person or a 
program to keep survivors sane. All that is 
known is that the wall of Jericho speaks to all 
fondly.


Echelon: The only existing form of transmitter 
broadcast system designed to work during a 
fallout zone by American arms companies. They 
keep communication open for marines on the 
battlefield and are known to be able to contact 
base set around the globe due to a certain 
signature given off by an American nuclear 
EMPs. Runs on cold fusion and hydro pressure 
a new form of steam electricity. The last known 
working device is in the hands of a neo scottish 
tribe called Boyd-Brothwick who’s motto is 
Confido Qui Conducit (I Trust He Who Leads) a 
cult like clan with an unknown leader that wears 
hood covering his face called the Raven of 
Edinburgh..


The Tunnels: A base of Relative Safety in the 
midst of an nuclear fallout filled with the 
desperate survivors as well as the newly 
released Garden residents. The tunnels act as a 
Trade Market and Mass Shelter with sections 
Marked with barriers and debris. Tents and 
Stalls Litter the platforms and entrances with 
Amber Flickering from the walls.


�
PLACES AND 
OBJECTS OF 
INTEREST

The Moors: A stretch of land hit heavy by the irradiated 
Waters of the Apocalypse, Almost Swamp Like with over 
grown vegetation. It is said Beasts Roam the once before 
countryside hoping to snack on what passes. Wreckage 
from Bullet Trains caught in the EMP Blast are said to be 
located there.


The Farm: A Steam Powered Indoor Crop Encampment 
(SPICE) Used to be one of many now it stands idle 
Surrounded By Mutated Farmer boys who happen to be 
cannibals.


The Red Room: Originally a World War 2 Shelter 
designed to withstand radiation rumoured to be 300 feet 
below Westminster its now an armoury and makeshift 
panic room for the Tunnels. It has 2 entry point from 
underneath and 1 from above which is currently sealed of 
mechanically. Its Called the Red Room as The Emergency 
Lighting Activates when Radiation is detected on the 
surface. 


The Castle: Rumored To Be Headquarters of the Flock of 
Murder The Boyd-Brothwick Right Hand Of Killers. 
Located in the Highlands of Scotland


The Walled City: Built on the Ruins Of a Castle This 
Steam Powered City Is The Closest thing to what was 
before founded by the first Leavers of the garden. 
Located Near Wales


The Valleys: A test site for what would be a future Space 
project, the Valleys are a self contained Answer to the 
current radiation problem. Air Filtration, Solar Generators, 
Transportation, Water Purification and a Science Lab. Its 
believed that the founders of the Walled City were only 
able to access half of the materials due to a safety 
mechanism of two VIPs turning access Keys
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Crawlers: Humans who mainly survive in the shadows 
known to run on all fours and are exceptional climbers, 
and have developed immunities 
to irradiated food and water. Lead by Gable for a short 
period after their former leader is found dead with 
strange bite marks 
. 
The Stands: A rival group of the crawlers that fight for 
territory. Lead by a former Punk Artist thought to be dead 
before the fallouts, who headed a contingency splinter 
cell in London after being a targeted by the Mob for 
unpaid debts have strong military background. have an 
uneasy relationship with the unpredictable crawlers. 

The Fallen: A Mass Mob of survivors that have gone 
crazy from the change and can be extremely violent and 
volatile both to outsiders and them selves They have no 
leader but often hidden within the crowd lies a persons 
that speaks the truth.  

The R: An Old Skinhead Gang formerly Lead By Blind 
Francis and isn't actually seen by the members. Adamant 
that he wasn't going to leave ever no matter what 
happens… His best friend and real leader Ben Flair is a 
"reformed" neo nazi, that focuses on the bottom line for 
the organisation and has no interest in its ideology. 
Believing people are scum (Sociopath) Ben often uses 
the cause to justify his means his schemes on the 
surface are disguised as racist attacks but are often to 
shorten the numbers of the ever growing brood of 
ignorant blameful failures. Both Himself and Francis are 
freed of the gangs burden after London burns however 
some of the gang remain, grown ever hateful from their 
abandonment and deceptions. The new R believe in a 
White Reset Killing all that remains. 

�
FACTIONS

The Guardians: Steam powered Mechanical Suited 
soldiers that guard the gardens of importance often 
Battling the Fallen Underground and search for Water 
sources to Fuel the Gardens 

Boyd-Brothwick: One of 3 Head Scottish Clans lead By 
the raven of edinburgh. The Clan lives by the motto 
Confido Qui Conducit (I Trust He Who Leads) a cult like 
clan with an unknown leader that wears hood covering 
their face. Their Solider are called The Flock Of Murder. 

Crosbie-Dalmahoy: the motto: I Shall rise again Without 
fear. A a defiant warrior clan from Glasgow Lead by Rose 
of Dundee. A woman who has suffered under the house of 
Boyd-Brothwick due to her refusal to burn a 
remaining defiant village refusing to follow her orders from 
the raven. A mutiny ensues the village is burned and she is 
court marshaled and sentenced to death. Mr vicious 
organises a jailbreak to avenge the death of his brother 
that lived in the defiant village. They control the lowlands of 
scotland a sparse landscape with few water sources. Their 
Soldiers are Called the Thorns as they protect The Rose. 

Graham-Forsyth: The motto “Do not forget Troubles are 
connected with the cross” 
a neutral clan who survives via trade and repairs lead by 
an “old” married couple collectively known as the Parents 
and their soldiers are called The Kids as they are 
essentially teenagers taken in by the parents. 

The Nephilm: Believed to be the earths ultimate defense 
mechanism the Nephilm are one of the 1st beings in 
existence. Hibernating in the core of the earth they rise up 
and destroy everything so things can start again. occasion- 
ally they send wanderers out to scout for food often 
snacking on species they like the taste of. They know no 
masters, they know no mercy. 
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Gable Jones 

A man who feels he has been set free by disaster by his killing his wife Jane with own hands, only to find 
she was with child as he leaves the house. He finds both solace and a sense of deserving in the darkness 
of the underground, although strange sounds chill him to the bone. Surviving the Hostiles ravaging the 
tunnels, he navigates the communities in the rubble of London. He lives with the hope that he can be 
reunited with Sarah A lady gable jones shared a cabin with on the bullet train to the garden.


Sarah X 

Sarah shares a seat with on the bullet train who forms a bond with the troubled soul. often leaving Gable 
clues in the form of clocks and watches she sets to 10:10 as her innocent nature like to leave him a smile. 
Sedated Gable awakes in pockets while inside the garden. his grief often turning to rage. what is not 
confirmed is whether Sarah is her real name or if she is a figment of Gables fractured mind, but her ghost 
remains in his thoughts often speaking to him.


Jane Jones 

Gable jones pregnant former Meds addicted problematic wife. Jane became addicted to meds due to her 
brother Shane having an endless supply of medication to numb his pain of war. Pregnant she stops taking 
meds in hopes to start a new life with Gable in the Garden. A Meeting with Gable at home turns violent 
after he finds vials of meds stashed near a stair case, Jane attacks him and Gable pushes her away and 
Jane hits her head knocking her unconscious. After knowing Gable couldn’t reverse what he had done he 
holds her one last time, before staging a drug overdose in the basement and fleeing. Shane gets the intel 
far too late with the drone sent into the house timing out with a EMP blast, after finding glimpses of  a 
body in the basement “Her Drifting Spot” he confirms his worst fears carrying the guilt of not being there 
for her or helping more to ensure her survival. Shane Tells Gable she must of died in the rubble to spare 
him the horrible truth he believes he knows. As Gable’s alibi of him visiting his mother before being picked 
up checks out as they were meant to meet there. Proof of Janes demise has yet to be confirmed by either 
Gable or Shane but given the circumstances her survival is unlikely. 

�
CHARACTER 
SUMMARIES 

GABLE JONES  

SARAH X   

JANE JONES
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Shane Dale 

Brother in law to Gable jones Has experience in high level Black ops. As a result he was able to take 2 family 
members below the age of 50 with him to the gardens. He chose his newly sober sister and Gable Jones her 
husband released prematurely from prison after suffering a attempted murder Charge for beating one of Jane Drug 
dealers into a coma. His sister Jane didn’t make it to the garden. He Blames himself for her death. Unbeknownst to 
him is that Gable jones apparently killed and staged an overdose a crime he will not admit to out of self preservation 
and guilt. Shane is One of the 1st to venture to the surface and leads one of the 1st communities trying to contact 
the remaining outside world. Torn and looking for salvation a chance reunion with Gable in the tunnels is cut short 
after a skirmish with the Fallen which splits the group in Two. This relieves and tortures him as he was yet again 
powerless to stop an event but he doesn’t have to live with facing a man who he had lied to about the death of his 
wife....Gable.


Mr Vicious 

Apparently a former Punk artist from the early 80’s, That lead a government splinter cell in exchange for his 
“problems to go away” that soared through the ranks of the black ops elite. Earned the name due to his negotiations 
and retaliations going a bit Punk. His team Manages to capture a strange creature wreaking havoc along the 
yorkshire moors before the fallout and he believes the new species are responsible for the animal like injuries found 
in the tunnels. He Plans to reunite with his brother in the highlands only to find his village had been burned to the 
ground. he forms an alliance with a pebble dash of local tribes forming the house of Crosbie- Dalmahoy and 
investigates the genocide of a otherwise humble village of which his brother lived.

After he returned to the “Pipes” He finds the crawlers inhabiting areas of importance forms a ratpack of insurgents 
called the Stands as all of his investigations point to a major nest of these creatures are in London.


Raven Of Edinburgh 

A Ruthless Figure cloaked in a hood often seen leading the charge in tribal battles. Born as a symbol during the 
chaos that engulfed scotland during the fall of the government, it is believed that the raven was a pilot for the navy 
and  lives in a submarine in a Scottish lake. Only speaking to a select few in the guises of “mages” and Generals 
Obsessed with the notion that the Scottish are keepers of the grail they have teams searching the depths of the 
highlands looking for “magic” ie any old technology that can be used to control the masses and rid him of the 
Thorns in his side. His clan are fearless mainly due to meds addiction and religious indoctrination and swarm over 
opposition in the form of the Flock of Murder. The Motives are of survival in an obliterated landscape in which order 
has to be set in place, order by any means.

�
CHARACTER 
SUMMARIES 

SHANE DALE 

MR VICIOUS 

RAVEN OF 
EDINBURGH
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Rose Of Dundee 

Summary: Once a Warrior for the house of Boyd-
Brothwick The Rose was born on the battlefield 
when she defended a bunker holding her family. 
Rose agreed to join the Ravens cause for 
medication for her terminally ill brother which was 
fulfilled believing The Ravens cause to be just and 
for the good of Scotland and their intentions were 
honorable. An order for a village to be “cleansed” 
by fire is refused as the people were farmers and 
posed no threat. Upon her disobedience the 
Raven destroyed her home as punishment, 
tortured and crucified her brother. Demanding 
vengeance she agreed to lead a rebel faction 
called the Thorns a small swarm of survivors of 
Boyd-Brothwick regime later setting up the house 
of Crosbie-Dalmahoy with the help of Mr Vicious 
The Two Tribes War For territory in Scotland.


Ma and Da (The Parents) 

Summary: Leaders of the House of Graham-
Forsyth More of a pacifist form of leadership as 
they house the many Orphans in Scotland 
providing education and food. They Own Largest 
bunker out of the clans and the kids make sure 
they are safe. Pa has Vast knowledge of civil 
engineering and Ma Used to be a Head Sister in a 
London Hospital they operate as a trade centre 
for common folk and condemn the warring 
factions affecting the business and solidarity they 
are meant to be building. Often treating the 
wounded on both sides which in turn defect to 
their pacifistic cause for those that are lucky 
enough to be rescued.


�
CHARACTER 
SUMMARIES 

ROSE OF DUNDEE 

MA AND DA 

BLIND FRANCIS 

BEN “45” FLAIR  

MACHETE JOE

Blind Francis 

Summary: A Dangerously Idealistic leader whose 
sole affliction is his downfall. Blinded by molten 
plastic in a vicious turf war in the 80's. he 
relinquishes his leadership to Ben Flair and is put 
under self house arrest with the only human 
contact being with ben flair. his decision to make 
his house a fortress proves to be an asset in the 
apocalyptic setting unable to see his "followers" 
betray his sensibilities.


Ben "45" Flair 

Summary: Ben was nicknamed 45 due to his 
quick thinking and love of vinyl, however the 
name of endearment became a proving ground 
for violence. In retaliation for the maiming of 
Francis he rounds up 45 of the rival skinhead clan 
responsible into a bus and burnt them alive. 
knowing the attack was intended for him after he 
attempted to disband The R. the The new 
beginning is a chance to start again with Ben in a 
Rush to forget his past.


Machete Joe 

Summary: Often referred to as an urban 
legend Machete joe was a vigilante in the 80's 
that stopped several attacks on the immigrant 
communities with a machete. nothing is 
known of his appearance only that his name 
was enough to send packs of skinheads 
running. 
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�
Set In A World where 
Logic is a super ability 
and delusion is common 
place ,

5 ordinary guys take on 
real super villains using 
their not so super powers 
with mixed and often 
painful

results. Then get super 
powers and take on the 
same super villains with 
mixed and painful results

WRITTEN BY BRADLEY CLARK & 
JERMAINE HURLEY
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”Because some men aren't looking for anything logical, like money. They can't be 
bought, bullied, reasoned, or negotiated with. Some men just want to watch the world 
burn.”


Alfred Pennyworth The Dark Knight


Then there are Some who are Oblivious to their importance…..


These Are the Guys you are about to meet. Over the past years we have been 
stressed and relaxed formulating this crazy narrative where stuff Happens to the guys 
then in the last 3 months we’ve completely owned the madness we are about to 
unleash. which is good as the deadline is approaching and we are almost 
finished........ the writing.....Oh dear well the good thing is its a journey we wish to 
embark on.

I’m a firm believer that job satisfaction is more important than money but not more 
important than food.....although i have often left the computer and murdered the 
contents of the fridge accidentally.


The Guys are our Friends, our fears & doubts, and other stuff we can not control all 
rolled into one neat package we can control....not because we are control freaks, its 
because somebody else has to watch it and love it too.


 I like the term Word Pimp as to Editor and Making stuff up as to Writing after all its 
meant to be fun. I never liked titles as they are restrictive, but like I said before 
somebody else has to watch it and love it too. As much as my inner hippy hates to 
admit it Order gets things done a lot quicker as well as doing stuff rather than 
complaining get things done. So instead of killing my inner hippy i’ve given it a 
consultancy role so expect a mild form of morale compass thrown in once and a while 
with social commentary from an artist viewpoint occasionally but not too much its a 
comic sit-com after all....

so without further adieu Here are The Guys in Written conceptual form for information 
purposes

All The Best

Bradley Clark Head Writer @ WYLION

�
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� 


The Guys

The Guys 

Origin: Natural Birth


Power Origin: Mono the Mofo

(Outer Galactic being here on work experience)


Power origin Background: Mono the Mofo Working at the Everyman Company Forced to create meta humans for 
Veronica's Amazon project (Female Army) Mono the Mofo needing a reference and a back up plan develops a 
permanent solution in the form of the 5 guys who fit the bill according to mono the mofo. Which is to both stop the 
plans of veronica taking over the world and to entertain him too.


However this indirectly causes the universe's safe mode to malfunction as the gifts exaggerate the users main traits 
into a super power making them the 1st of their kind as their dna goes beyond humanity and all irregularities go to 
the Atlantis (the universes pocket interdimensional holding bay) and then the adventure merely begins


Public opinion: Sways often on the side of pity but loved overall The guys are a bunch of guys that have absolutely 
no ability (Ordinary) To the point the lack of ability becomes a superpower (But Not really). Then they get 
superpowers and the uphill struggle begins


Group Dynamics: Disorderly, dysfunctional lovable, are family in the sense that they always have an obligation to 
each of their wellbeing even to past members
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�
CHARACTER 
PROFILE: 
DOUBLE L

Leader: Double L aka Leroy Lionel


Style: The Last Guy standing Aka Calamity


Castings: Suave Billionaire philanthropist type late 20’s to early 30’s 


Soon to be: The Promise (leader)


Main power: invulnerable to what life has to throw at him he is a problem solving indestructible survival specialist 
typical honorable leader type.....and a super rich playboy. Mainly inspires the group with motivation and can do 
attitude despite not knowing his power, a man of his word often not promising as a result as he never breaks a 
promise. Hidden in the depth of character is the original source of delusion ie lives in his own reality and can 
therefore control it and exist within other realities


Secondary powers: Naturally athletic has enhanced stamina combined with the art of delegation natural leader 
fearless in his nature Usually aided by Johns inventions


Catchphrases: You cannot break a promise. It means Something to me. Somethings are never easy Lets do This! 
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�
CHARACTER 
PROFILES: 
DOUBLE AA's 
AARON & ALEX 
MOIRAI
Although they are more 
or less identical Alex is a 
proven athlete whereas 
Aaron is more of a book 
smart studied type. 
Despite their constant 
quarrelling they love each 
other a great deal often 
putting each other before 
themselves. Coming from 
a broken home they trust 
each other over 
everything else. 

Castings: Twins mid to 
late 20’s 

Vice Leader: Alex “Yin Yang” Moirai

 

Style: babbles on randomly and asks the 
relevant question guy 


Soon to be: Warchief 


Main power: has an ability to seek out 
weaknesses & strengths has a superior 
military mind well on cod has a fetish for 
guns and explosives and is proficient in all 
weaponry is the main trainer. 


Secondary Power: has a twin link with 
his brother much like a six sense knows 
when he's in danger has a built in homing 
ie the only one that can find him. 


Catchphrases:  
I cannot stress the importance enough. 
Please whatever you do don’t fuck it up. 
Hit Em, Hit Them Hard. 

I’ve Never said I was A Gentleman 


Middle Management: Aaron “Mr Know it 
all” Moirai 

Style: Pointless question followed by a 
random similar question guy 


Soon to be: Mr Know It All 


Main power: omnipotent and a walking 
computer can see only 3 minutes into the 
future as the universe is currently in safe 
mode so he claims but actually knows the 
whole plan and holds back details so it 
can run its favourable course 


Secondary Power: has a twin link with 
his brother much like a six sense knows 
when hes in danger has a built in homing 
ie the only one that can find him 


Catchphrases: 

Hold on.....wait......ok......now.... 

It has to happen…..

This Reminds Me of a time when..... 
Basically its........ 
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�
CHARACTER 
PROFILE: 
ARMY OF 2 
SAM & JOHN

Communications Expert: Sam 
Brooke aka random irritating 
involuntary sounds noticing guy 

Castings: stalkerish with a warm 
lovable centre much like Leon 
the professional 

Style:The loner/Silent But 
Violent 


Soon to be: The Translator 

silent reclusive within the group 
likes to collect his thoughts 
before opening his mouth can 
communicate with a variety of 
different social groups 

Main power: Can understand 
any foreign sounds and translate 
them to the team can also 
automatically communicate with 
known and unknown things. 

Secondary Power: Marksman 
proficient with knives Army 
Trained leaves a mess, often 
uses explosive and sonic 
devices 

Catchphrase: 
Ok I'll take it from here 
What he means is..... 
This is gonna hurt one of us 
alot.... 

Lab Rat: John aka The wild one 

Castings: Unconventional unorthodox 
Possibly austrailian Style: Reckless 
driving while not under the influence 
guy/girl (Gender Neutral) 


Soon to Be: The Koala 

Main power: whilst drunk John 
becomes hyper intelligent hyper agile 
and hyper strong and completely non 
coherent.... 
Only sam can understand them. Builds 
stuff for the team smashed of their face. 
Johns mentality and abilities change 
pending on what substance/s John is 
on.....prefers to drink as John really likes 
kung fu flicks or has a serious problem 

Secondary Power: Other substances 
have different effects invents Gadgets in 
a drunken stupor such as: 


The Rom drive: a titanium gauntlet that 
allows video games the holder has 
completed to be used as abilities to be 
manifested and used in reality however 
its still in it beta testing stages but solid 
versions of the cartridge gauntlets which 
use the game cart like bullets making 
everybody reluctant to use it on their 
own collections so they get lionel to buy 
a ton of cheap ones many of which they 
haven’t played but being immortal has 
its benefits. 
Nesifier: 8 bit manifestor based on 

human video game characters 

Snesifier: 16 bit manifestor based on 
human video game characters 
Mega cannon: 16 bit projectile Creator 
John only liked the shoot em ups on the 
mega drive (that all John Ever played on it)


Upon Finding out their abilities John 
devised several substances to facilitate 
powers on missions


Formula 1: Fastest active Moonshine hits 
the blood stream within 4 seconds John 
Drinks a bottle a day.

Formula 2: Restores Body parts and 
general health over a period of time. 
Formula 3: Hot sauce 
Formula 4: Liquid high grade (Relaxant) 
Formula 5: Sun lotion 
Formula 6: “Own Brand Of 
Boom” (Explosive liquid with different 
detonators) 
Formula 7: Formula 6 neutralizer 
Formula 8: Truth Serum 
Formula 9: gullible juice (pranksters 
dream) 
Formula 10: the ultimate substance to 
muse from enhances all abilities of john 
with the drawback of leaving him with the 
worse hangover ever literally useless for 4 
weeks

 
Catchphrase: I'm sooooo hungover, what 
happened, 
got any beer? 
don’t be such a Meow Shelia. 
She’s Hotttt! 
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�
CHARACTER 
PROFILE: DAVE 
THE BASTARD

The Bastard: David Veryman


 Soon to be known as: The Every Man 


Role: Veronica's boyfriend ensures that the guys know nothing of what 
happening and they are at the right place at the right time which mainly is a 
painful one while he is indirectly training them for a bigger calamity in the near 
future.

Breakdown of Everymen: Every Men Are Carriers of information as a result 
they are trained to be proficient warriors to protect themselves and to carry 
out their purpose . Dave’s ruthless intent disguises the fact that he is a 
disciple of the Overall Plan, and has to be a bastard to the guys as part of 
their training as they have a higher purpose to attend to. Everymen Like Dave 
have been sent out to every major point in history to help guide humanity 
through perilous times. Part Of Billl’s protection clauses and possibly the best 
line of defense to stop humanity or anything else from destroying the 
universe, Reality and everything else. Dave The Everyman during The Birth Of 
The Guys Has the benefit of having two everymen training him... the 2nd time 
this has happened in known everyman history. After a Everyman life cycle has 
passed the information from the last everyman passes down to the next in 
line. A form of cult protects “Everymen” by offering him information at key 
times. however the Everymen have had many enemies accumulated over the 
lifetimes they have lived through plotting their revenge among the cosmos. 


Main power: Secretly the youngest Everyman can not be permanently 
harmed by Mortal Objects and has a life cycle of 100 years from the age of 
25, his age is frozen for 25 years in which he is trained to follow his purpose 
set out by Billl similar to batman/lex in his calculations cold and ruthless as he 
needs to be to get the job done.

 
Secondary Powers: Cloaking and shapeshifting device called the Every. 
Which doubles up as a double holster harness for his Two Colt Black 45s one 
with gold trim the other with silver trim. Gold and silver are trademark colours 
of the every men and feature frequently throughout their gadgets and 
weaponry.
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The Villains 
All of the villains of the 
1st season will be female 
with the exception of 
dave the bastard who's 
scheme starts to unfold 
towards the end of the 
1st season. 

Villain Factions in Brief 
New Feminist Movement  
Headed by Veronica the new feminist movement 
revolves around 1 ideal a female dominated world. 
Fuelled by her hatred of her mentally abusive- father 
she vows to make all men pay and has aligned with 
other like- minded women to take over the world. 


The Period Dramas  
A group of costumed supervillains focused on hurting 
the guys in the wake of their newly found abilities. They 
are put together to distract the guys from Veronica’s 
New plan. Sub-servant to veronica at first they 
eventually break away and create their own agenda 


Chlamydia Sisters  
The Chlamydia sisters aka Clap and snatch Bank 
robbing duo that are focused on earning vast amounts 
of money Their allegiance sways down to who has the 
bigger wallet but often fall foul of the guys mainly down 
to them finding certain members cute...The Twins.

 

League Of the X’s  
A group of the guys ex’s are recruited by veronica to 
stop The Guys med- dling in her plans and are given a 
dose of mild enhancement modifier as a reward. The 
group work like a splinter cell and are self contained 
and are devised to make sure the guys remain 
emotionally unstable 


The Malice Collective 
Headed by a sadistic music mogul Mike “Malice” 
Mannacinni who has 4 henchmen called Major 
Change. Manages Sam favourite band The Candle 
Whispers a pop art band with a hot lead singer called 
emerald who is crazy with super powers and a drug 
problem. 

The Unfortunates 
A Group of men that are “modified” in cruel and 
unusual ways to serve the needs of the new feminist 
movement. Often the victims of Grave humiliation; act 
as spies to other organisations as well as The Guys. 

The Sports Club 
A Group of former Athletes that engage in illegal 
activities to pass their affluent existence. Ranging From 
Extortion, Jewellery Heists to hostile take overs. all the 
members have their own agenda and Issues but 
Ultimately are “Team Players” 
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The GODDESS 
DIANA KYLE aka 
VERONICA


THE PERIOD 
DRAMAS 
MISTRESS 
Helena Eleanor

THE PROMISE 
BREAKER 
Paula Rue

MISS ILLOGICAL 
Sarah Hughes

SIN POINT 
Judith Judge

DEE CLINIC 
Deborah Alexis

The Goddess 
Diana Kyle aka Veronica 

Allegiance: Herself 


Veronica is at the core a Die Hard Capitalist that 
hides behind the vail of Die Hard feminist and 
wishes for women to rule the earth under her 
rule. Working at the Everyman company she 
finds an out of work called a MOFO (Mono the 
MOFO) that can make any thing she wants. 
However Mono is on work experience and only 
half does it, until he is fired a goal he's been 
searching for since the 90’s. Sensing that this 
Veronica Character will pose a significant threat 
Mono Gives the real elixir to “The Guys” out of 
spite, comedy and necessity. After clashing with 
the guys she extracts the enhancement modifier 
and has her team of female scientists recreate 
the strain given to the guys which gives her 
temporary enhancements at first. Posing as a 
nurse she is able to get a blood sample of Aaron 
and injects herself and recreates the modifier due 
to her brief spat of omnipotence which lasts for 3 
minutes due her only having a limited time to use 
the sample before it times out. Her version of the 
enhancement modifier exaggerates her ruthless 
nature and her sensitivity to pain adding to her 
already brilliant mind turns her into something 
darker & demonic and destroys all evidence of 
the “serum” by killing her entire staff ensuring all 
that opposes her is the guys as she wishes to 
make an example of them. Calling herself The 
Goddess she wrecks havoc on the global 
government with 4 enhanced amazons (Period 
Dramas) with temperamental abilities calling 
themselves the new feminist movement. 

Mistress 

Allegiance: Period Dramas/New Feminist Movement 

Helena Eleanor Leader of The period Dramas Has the power 
of draining life force much like a Vampire mainly from her past 
of being a professional Con artist before hand. She Gets what 
she wants has her own agenda.


The Promise Breaker 
Allegiance: New Feminist Movement/Leader of the League of 
the X’s/Period Dramas 

Paula Rue Leroy's dream girl attacks him by entering his 
dreams and the power of suggestion consistently throws him 
off his game big time, manipulative cunning challenges what 
the promise stands for....but is weary of Veronica’s poisonous 
words. 


Miss illogical 
Allegiance: Period Dramas/New Feminist Movement 

Sarah Hughes master of encryption can emit sounds both 
painful and irritating to the outside world, Devises complex 
semi ingenious diversions proving theres a method to her 
madness 


Sin Point 
Allegiance: Period Drama 

Judith Judge Uses sex as a weapon highly seductive, highly 
ruthless Combat Expert with pinpoint accuracy twined with 
dee clinic to keep an eye on her. 


Dee Clinic 
Allegiance: Period dramas/New Feminist Movement 

Deborah Alexis is a scientist that Specialises in chemical 
warfare, and is a proud misguided feminist being mislead by 
Veronica’s Visions of a female run Utopia.Torn between her 
morales as she is tasked with creating The Unfortunates and 
extracting a serum from the Abnormal Subjects that are The 
Guys to help Veronica....however quickly realises that Veronica 
is out for herself. Better late than never….
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FREE 
LANCERS: 
REBELS WITHOUT A 
CAUSE FOR A PRICE


EMOTICON 
Unknown


BEERFACE 
Chase Fable


SPORTBRA 
Olympia Ausdauer


CLAP 
Nicole Smith


SNATCH 
Kinga Strafbank 

Emoticon  
Allegiance: New Feminist Movement/Freelance  
A Lady of few words, a samurai sword, Acrobatic 
skills, and guns…lots of guns. Emoticon’s face is 
covered with a Motorcycle helmet That Reflects 
the grade of her Services. Her presence is 
terrifying for all who are her targets.  

Beerface 
Allegiance: Freelance/member of the League of 
the X’s  
Chase Fable Computer hacker by way of 
photoshop, using her ability of mass fraud and 
honey trapping looks good from far but far from 
good Looks irresistible to drunken men and lures 
them into traps for financial gain. With the 
exception of john who is always drunk and is an 
ex. She sets up the league of X’s after her 1st 
encounter with the guys figuring her hold on men 
can be profitable.  

Sportsbra  
Allegiance: League of The X’s/New Feminist 
Movement/Sports Club  
Olympia Ausdauer is Large chested Warrior like 
lady that has a pheromone implant that Enthralls 
men forcing them to become brain eating zombies 
which then add to her intelligence. A Mercenary By 
Trade She Is A Former Olympian and poses a 
considerable threat with or without the implant. 
Olympia is a neutral entity with her own 
commitments, her background is effective 
ordinance  

Clap 
Allegiance: Chlamydia Sisters (Business)  
Clap is violent petit lady with an obsession with big 
guns and explosives has a crush on Alex mainly 
because they both love guns and he has dimples 
and long eye lashes.  

Snatch 
Allegiance: Chlamydia Sisters (Business)  
Snatch is a larger muscular lady that carries the 
swag and doubles up as the mechanic but is a bit 
on the naive side....has a crush on Aaron “the 
smallest” of the Guys  
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FREE 
LANCERS: 
REBELS WITHOUT A 
CAUSE FOR A PRICE


BUZZ KILL 
Jenny Lemon

Buzz Kill
Allegiance: Unknown

Jenny Lemon Controls insects via Bug Bombs 
and Manufactures an amber narcotic called 
jelly.  Is recruited by the new feminist 
movement due to her talents for recreating 
situations necessary to clone, replicate, and 
single out anomalies.  Her Backstory is that 
she is a graduate of genetic sciences with 
social troubles. Her family owned a bee farm 
that was attacked by a mob who believed her 
father was a pedophile, which was later 
disproven. In the attack her mother suffered a 
fall and was left to die by the misguided 
vigilantes. This left her a sizeable inheritance 
and compensation. However when the money 
started to run out she sets up a meth lab on 
the old bee farm grounds both as an addict 
and former scientist.  A Queen bee gets caught 
in the process causing a batch to contaminated 
turns out the bee was covered in a strain of 
plant pollen from Veronicas lab. She samples 
the batch which has extreme effects boosting 
her curing her off her addictions to meth at first 
then giving her an ability to understand the 
nature of bugs via empathy. She recreates the 
process via synthesis and blood work crudely 
and sells the "enhancer" to athletic performers 
and sportsmen. Attracting the likes of veronica 
and other shady characters willing to exploit 
her abilities.  
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FREE LANCERS 

ROB BANDIT 
Robert Banner 

EXCESSIVE 
CHANGE/SEX 
CHANGE/
GIRLBAND 
Roger Blair

Rob Bandit 
Allegiance: Freelance/Malice Collective 
via necessity  

After getting into trouble with the Malice 
collective by attempting to Grift a poker 
game for an operation for his wife. Robert 
Banner is forced to elevate some 
additional funding via additional means. 
Given his skill set isn’t as good as it used 
to be as his past gambling habits have 
jeopardised his safe cracking ability. 5 
years ago he attempted to burgle his loan 
shark a younger but less, sympathetic 
Hooligan. Robert got caught red handed 
and is now severely left handed. As a 
result he left debt free but could never 
crack a safe again. Rob wanted out of the 
whole life as he met the love of his life who 
now is the same reason he has to raise 
the funds.  
Rob is given an anonymous tip by a lady 
over the phone about an exclusive 
jewellers that doesn’t have a safe as such 
and is run by an old couple. A simple easy 
blag that would kill two birds with one 
stone. Only to find Dave and John are 
buying Dave’s fiancé an engagement ring 
made of a rare arctic white gold. Dave Just 
Happens to be a billionaire heir.....John is 
his bodyguard.....Lets just say Robert 
Banner is going to have a very interesting 
Educational Afternoon. 

Excessive Change, Sex 
Change, Girl Band 
Allegiance: New Feminist Movement/Freelance/
Former Malice  
Collective/Freelance  

Roger Blair Was part of the Malice Collective Under 
the Alias Excessive Change until he was given the 
name Sex Change after being recognised by a former 
Classmate. Roger used to be an effeminate male 
Growing up however a life of solitude and anger has 
lead him to the casual life of mercenary work. Upon 
leaving the Malice Collective, Excessive/sex Change 
sought  purpose and was talking to one of his female 
friends (who believes he is just gay, which he is not) 
over coffee who invites him to become a henchman 
for Veronica as an ally. Fuelled by how he thinks 
women think Roger has decided to become a full 
lesbian transvestite ..... A strategy that works for his 
pronouns for some reason. However due to him being 
bullied when he was younger he built up a lot of 
muscle mass over the years still hits and looks like a 
very strong man in a dress. Girlband is a low level 
henchman of veronicas army Roger Moonlights as 
violent vigilante often clashing with The Guys plans. 
Exceptions being he only helps women in need at first 
then starts saving weaker dudes on the path of  
becoming normal superhero/vigilante. Roger chose 
the name girl band as it gets him angry and he likes to 
be unstable.... feels it give Them an edge,
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THE 
UNFORTUNATES 

3D 
Richard William 
Johnson aka Triple 
Dick 
TINY JAZZ HANDS 
Jeremy Armstrong

DOLLFACE 
Leo Goodyear

MANMAID 
Terrence Jacob

TEDDY BEAR 
Theo Wilkins

3D  
Allegiance: The Guys  
Richard William Johnson aka Triple Dick was 
unfortunate enough to turn down Miss illogical 
sexual advances so she kidnapped him installed a 
remote controlled penis in his mouth that goes 
anywhere she wants. He can’t ever go to parents 
house again…. 

Tiny Jazz Hands  
Allegiance: The Guys  
Jeremy Armstrong has small pointless arms and is 
powerless to defend himself for not being 
possessive now he is every woman possession is 
often sat on and politely raped, and wiped/hosed 
down….now he swears bitter revenge. 

Dollface  
Allegiance:The Guys  
Leo Goodyear a cosmetically altered lifesize ken 
doll complete with no penis because he had nice 
shoes at the wrong place and refused to reveal his 
drip connects to a group called the period 
dramas..... His condition means he is always 
miserable. Leo’s hardened plastic exoskeleton 
means his movements are restricted but as a 
result he is protected from physical trauma, has to 
use accessories to do human things  

Manmaid  
Allegiance: The Guys  
Terrence Jacob Has a hypnotic trigger that makes 
him cook any thing a lady suggests. Can only eat 
with a lady present constantly offers his food to 
ladies hates himself for it as he is fully aware he is 
doing it but is powerless to stop himself.  

Teddy Bear 
 Allegiance: The Guys  
Theo Wilkins Was Genetically altered to be cuddly 
after refusing to snuggle.....he has ridiculous 
appearance like a 30-35 year old dwarf with a 
teddy bear head....absolutely hates his adorable 
life hides in the shadows often found crying.... 
Plotting revenge 
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MALICE 
COLLECTIVE 
MALICE 
Mike Mannacinni 

CHUMP CHANGE 
Humphrey Troggings 
LOOSE CHANGE 
Stanley Phillips 
CORRECT CHANGE 
Bruce Bleu 

SPOTLIGHT 
Emerald Black aka 
Emma White 

Malice  
Allegiance: Malice Collective  
Mike “Malice” Mannacinni is a man obsessed with 
saying stuff with style. Heading a record label 
who’s income from sales is highly dubious he is 
surrounded by 3 capable merc’s all armed 
differently..... all with attack words....Malice’s 
business is NOT a front for Racketeering, Drugs, 
Illegal Gambling, Money Laundering......well most 
of the time....It’s all about the music..... and The 
Money........Mainly The money....  

Chump Change 
Allegiance: Malice Collective/Major Change  
Humphrey Troggings a henchman with a curious 
hump on back only grunts and nods main muscle 
of the group lifts, crushes and recycles. His Hump 
is actually a weight that stops him from growing.  

Loose Change  
Allegiance: Malice Collective/Major Change  
Stanley Philips over talkative Slightly Loose 
cannon attacks with the 1st available blunt 
instrument.... once slapped a guy so much with a 
rubber glove....... they bled from the bruising. 
proficient in weaponry, trained marksmen.  

Correct Change  
Allegiance: Malice Collective/Major Change  
Bruce Bleu Leader of the bunch dangerously 
efficient hand to hand expert. Known to throw 
down Hand to Hand over the use of weapons.... 
Speaks like a Rain Man with a funny 
accent.....Does What He’s told for money....without 
question ...excellent definitely....  

Spotlight  
Allegiance:New feminist Movement/Malice 
Collective  
The lead singer of the Candle Whispers Emerald 
Black has a slight powder problem, made slightly 
worse with a batch of powder thats infected by 
meta-human changing powder confused for blow 
that turns her into a glowing diva, infected on 
behalf of her management The Malice Collective. 
Emma is kidnapped by Girl Band and delivered to 
Diana Kyle aka Veronica where she is 
brainwashed… gotta love show business.  
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SPORTS CLUB 

HOOLIGAN 
Barry Haustin 
LE CROSS 
Lee Le Cross 
CROSS TRAINER 
Steve Papadakis 
GOLF SWING 
Alistair Monument 
O’SHEAMUS 
Patrick O’Sheamus 
ROUNDERS 
Matthew Paxman 
BALL BOY 
Daniel Potter

Hooligan  
Allegiance: Sport Club  
Barry Haustin is the leader of a Criminal Outfit simply 
called the Sports Club. Beefy Brit with an obsession 
on full contact sports like MMA, Rugby, Boxing is 
proficient in all 3. His Back Story Is Mythical as 
apparently, Barry was at some point an athlete; 
rumored to be an olympian, A footballer, Bare Knuckle 
Boxer. Mainly due to his Physical presence. Barry is a 
HANDS On Manager. What is known is that he used 
to control the football firm, even a couple of bookies 
and operates from a kingpin standpoint. Barry Now 
Owns a Fleet of successful Gyms and other health 
related supplements and pharmaceutical companies 
mainly to filter his illegal practices.  

Le Cross  
Allegiance: Sports club  
Lee Le Cross is The Only American active in the club 
despite being from Canada originally. Lee was injured 
at the top of his career feels like he was robbed his 
greatness, hence his Vile Nature, has a selection of 
bionic legs, a rich family Psychotic tendencies…. 
Paranoid Delusions...Inferiority complex....everything 
you need in a murderous Rich Guy.....With one leg.  

Cross Trainer  
Allegiance: Sports Club  
Steve Papadakis A Former “Overpaid” Athlete 
(Footballer) with a flair for excess Is Le Cross’ 
personal trainer since his leg injury...... does the 
kicking for him.  

Golf Swing  
Allegiance: Sports Club 

Alistair Monument operates on momentum 
proficient in akido walks around with a Caddy 
at all times called O’Sheamus who doubles 
up as his Bodyguard. his main MO is to play 
the ball where it lies..... throws down 
anywhere & Everywhere Sadistically 
relentless 


O’Sheamus  
Allegiance: Sports Club 

Patrick O’Sheamus A Caddy with a hidden 
compartments in his golf bag for Gentlemanly 
needs.....Pipe, slippers & guns, rockets, 
SMG’s. 


Rounders 
Allegiance: Sports Club 

Rags to riches boy with a soft spot for stick & 
ball games and earns his millions in gambling 
likes to hit with a stick, Bat, Pole and Snooker 
Cue. Group Social conscious to a certain 
degree....But He’s always Up For a laugh 
Practical Joker 


Ball Boy 
Allegiance: Sports Club 

Rounders Best friend Throws and Picks Up 
objects really really fast. Often follows 
Rounders For the laugh. 
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!  
A Situational Comedy set 
in the early 90’s in what 
was the music  
megastore dream focusing 
on the Characters of the 
Block  
MEGASHOP. 

Specifics: Opening date: 19th 
January 1990 

Chart releases that week 
Music  
New kids on the block  
hangin tough 

Phil Collins 
Paula Abdul  
Mariah Carey 

VHS/laser disc 
Need to research VHS 
releases for January for 
historical accuracy  but for 
now we are gonna say 
Batman  

Games: mostly tape and 
discs nobody would really 
notice we think and like VHS 
there's no real chart as well. 
So we are gonna say  
Batman 

Back of House 

Written By Bradley Clark
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Back of House  
Character 
Breakdowns 
STOCKROOM 
BRANDON

RAPHAEL

JERRY

PHIL

FRANKIE

ORLANDO


SHOPFLOOR 
AMANDA

DELROY

DAVID 

SHAUNTELLE

HENERIETTA

CHEROKEE

Stockroom  
Brandon: Young newbie with way to 
much bravado to be honest. Can be 
irritating but means well talks to 
everyone.  
Follows every trend the 1990s have to 
offer. Often feels the Needs to fit in but 
he tends not to out of morale obligation 

Raphael: Seasoned vet of the 
stockroom calm cool and likeable 
teaches newbies the ropes. Sarcastic 
and dry witted 

Jerry: Rock celebrity by night stock 
rocker by day.  

Phil: Secretly Into power ballads has a 
lot of tattoos. Doesn't  
say much.....other than swear words 

Frankie: the only lady in the stock 
room, lifts nothing, 
really slow at her job but is extremely 
funny. 

Orlando Jacob "OJ" Simpson: a guy 
with "special needs"  
and sudden temper. Only works for 2 
hours a day listens to the  
same cd all the time...other than that 
he's lovely. 

Shop Floor  
Amanda: breathtakingly beautiful seemly not 
that smart,  
sought after throughout the whole store.  

Delroy: local idiot, combined with absent 
mindedness. Has the ability to make any simple 
task seem difficult. 

David "jabber mouth" Southgate: talkative 
salesman can sell anything....innovative 
bootlegger....wheeler  
dealer....organises "borrowings" 

Shauntelle:, Angry, ruthless OCD....It's her  
section… the newbie Brandon is her brother. 

Henerietta: lazy dreamer, with a recreational 
habit....has no natural regard for order....works 
with shauntelle 

Cherokee: Middle class hippy type, very 
opinionated, not right, never wrong. Snobbish 
with co workers, over generous and patronising 
to the local homeless. Soft spot for pseudo 
Rastafarians.  
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Back of House  
Character 
Breakdowns 
MANAGEMENT 
BETH

MAX

JON

BEN

SIMON


FOUNDERS 
POPPY

BOBBY

Management  
Shop manager 

Beth”Mega Tonne” Sexton: Store Managing power 
sex bomb, she's Sophisticated smart, ambitious until 
drunk....hasn't been drunk before....gets drunk on the 
overnight...changes everything. nicknamed mega tonne 
due to her explosive temper that has made a silver 
back gorillas cry…yes she shouted at a gorilla.


Stockroom boss 

Jon Floodgate: Completely oblivious to what actually 
goes on. Likes synth music particularly kraftwerk…. A 
Bit Weird but its perfectly normal in his chosen work 
environment


Ground Floor Music manager 

Ben Huxley: Makes it his business to know everybody 
else's business. Master manipulator. Has Gary Oldman 
from Leon tendencies. Max is his man bitch 
Unfortunately.


Video Supervisor 

Max “Apple” Macintosh:Used to a normal worker is 
hated by all in the work place while working. Until after 
work where he's one of the gang, unless his manager is 
about.


Classical & World Manager 

Simon David: Seemingly Silent reclusive type 
subjected to rumour and fear mongering…actually 
quite cool….. smells of Bree, Port and Pipe smoke


Founders 
Pippa “Poppy” Hardwell: The Hard Working 
Wife of Robert Hardwell actually runs the 
several businesses the Block Brand covers 
currently over looking the new store opening


Robert “Bobby” Hardwell: The face of the 
Block Family, a brand so popular the sell 
baby food. Robert started off selling records 
outside train stations on a kart in the late 70s 
and has built the Block empire into several 
expected and unexpected avenues.
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The scene opens on a stockroom filled to the brim of new kids on the block merchandise  
With a bench of stock varying in height. There's 4 seats all taken up by hunched over 

employees. 

Jon: Heres where you will work on the weekends except Sundays where you'll work on the shop 
floor. It appears Ben has plans for you also. Perhaps the force is strong in you too padawan.. 

Brandon: you what? 

Jon: Guys make sure that doesn't happen again... 

The stockroom turns to the poor soul in disgust  most of them shaking their heads with Orlando 
smiling as he  

images a throat being slit while enthusiastically smiling shocking the newbie 

Stockroom: we'll sort it 

Jon: As you can see I run a tight ship around here. No leaks on my watch 

Brandon watches in horror as he begins to sweat for no reason and pulls a purposed rag to 
cleanse himself. 

Jon: so what are you processing guys? 

There's a grumble of general noise followed by a decisive enthusiastic tone… 

�
Script Snippet 
Episode: 
Induction 

Written By 
Bradley Clark
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Orlando: new kids on the block. They are the best.. 

Stockroom: (in a nervous tone) uh huh ooh ohhh.ohhh oh uoooh ohh ohh ohh oooh oh oh 

Orlando sits down even more enthusiastic sliding as he retreats to his chair spinning back to 
toward the the camera delivering the last line “The Right Stuff” 

Jon walks over to Phil cupping his ear 

Jon: I thought we fired him.... 

Phil stops what he is doing looks at Jon with a deadpan expression shaking his head 

Phil: we both know it's safer this way. You'll let loose the monster...the routine has to continue.... 

Orlando pipes up startling the grown men 

Orlando: I'm gonna put it on again 

Stockroom: wow great… 

Grown men uncomfortably sway back and forth to Orlando's serenades them  as Brandon and Jon 
exit into the corridor 

Jon: Do you want a drink? 

�
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Jon Backs out a bottle of concealed whiskey swigs it then offers Brandon 

Brandon: no..wait now that you mention it yes…Got any lemonade? 

Jon: The Finest my secret Lemonade drinker…… To the staffroom!! 

A montage similar to the crystal maze pads out the journey 
along the way which ends with the drink machine being violated for the "crystal" coke can 

Jon: …….and  time (hums the crystal maze theme to celebrate) 

Brandon: The crystal maze is awesome, so are sugar puffs and the machine has both Cola, Fizzy 
Orange and lemonade What will they think of next? 

Jon: We Can Only Dream….but alas this is our staff room! We have chairs a table and an 
impractical bean bag chair that absorbs all human life...I wouldn't recommend sitting on it alone, only a 
few have made it out alone without polaroids being taken....nobody knows who does it but it goes in the 

book of shame we all have a page it's just a matter of time... 

Brandon: Book of shame…. 

Jon: Yep....Beth the store manager had our store copy....It's company policy keeps morale up, 
disobedience down and stops people jumping ship as quick. HMP has taken alot of our employees 

.. 
Brandon: Don't you mean HMT?  
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Jon: Them too, so now on to the fun stuff.....induction led my good friend Mr apple... 

Max: Hello Brandon!  I'm Maxwell Macintosh my friends call me Apple on the account that..... 

Brandon: your name being double macs....Apple max I get it.... 

Max: no my young padawan it's because I'm good with the ladies and computers.... 

Brandon: What the fuck is a padawan?!?! 

David: an apprentice to a jedi..... star wars…you need to know this shite…processing will wear 
you like a ton ton 

Brandon: Haven't watched it yet, my mum is against violence... 

Max: don't worry I think there a copy in your starter pack…or at least David will find the time for a 
repurposed model…for a price just know he charges extra for long play.  

Brandon: sweet it was on during Christmas but the signal was rubbish 

Max: yeah nowadays if your not on vhs you can't watch anything... So much clearer.... My mate 
has got satellite... He swears by it...I might be getting cable soon... Just waiting for it to get to my 

area…. anyway its induction time… 

Brandon: No I only Agreed to 1 montage…the rooms over there i’m not doing it 
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Jon: Its one per minute and Its in your contract along with breaking out spontaneously into song 
to convey emotion…the contracts were drafted up during the 80’s…. 

Brandon: Fuckeries 

Max: But it entitles you to double pay on sundays and quadruple on bank holidays and you get 
discount on all related Block merchandise as well as 33% on everything in store  

Brandon: actually thats not that bad i guess 

Jon: Nothing From nothin leads to nothing 

The scene opens to a small cramped space filled with employees in matching uniforms in front of 
a projector thats not on 

Brandon Walk in Humming Theres nothing going on but the rent 

Brandon: That was a Good montage….Gots to have a J.O.B.if you wanna be with.. 

Beth: Shut Your Mouths and sit Down It’s time to watch The VRA Training….ALL OF YOU!!! 

Brandon: Wow She’s really Mean….. 

Beth: and your really annoying… don’t You dare Undermine me…Child 
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Brandon is forced to stutter out an apology under the pressure mounting despite being a grown 
man in his mid 20’s 

Beth: This is Important stuff and could save you the debt of £5000 and a goodbye forever hug 
from Orlando 

Brandon and the front row shudder 

Beth: So it’s in your best interests to pay attention…. I am the New mother throwing you out the 
nest to Fly or die In This ruthless world of vinyl, tapes and plastics. Retail at Block Megastores is not for 
the faint hearted, or ill prepared. By the time we open on Monday i want your Claws sharpened ripping 
the money out of the punters pockets like a rampaging Block Honey Badger defending its baby cubs. 

and on that note lights off and…..Who never rewound the tape? 

Jon: We’ve Fired Them already….  

Beth: ……Good…… That Pleases Me…. now the tape… 

The VHS has Tape Starts With the Block Megastore Logo and a Copyright Warning before testing 
reality with abstract role-played situations by actors on Australian soaps faking a british accent. 

Confusing the inductees more than educating them with irrelevant information. And empathising if they 
accidentally get caught they will be cut off and fined. 

Beth: Any Questions Ask your section manager, Enjoy the rest of your Day!! 

Fade to Black End of episode A
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